
The background, as set forth herein, is taken from the Government’s response to1

Plaintiffs’ motion. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

MIAMI DIVISION
CASE NO. 05-20770-CR-COOKE/BANDSTRA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

v.

GLORIA FLOREZ VELEZ,
BENEDICT P. KUEHNE, and
OSCAR SALDARRIAGA OCHOA,

Defendants.
_______________________________/

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT GLORIA FLOREZ’S 
MOTION TO DISMISS INDICTIMENT FOR VIOLATION

OF HER SIXTH AMENDMENT RIGHT TO A SPEEDY TRIAL

This matter is before me on Defendant Gloria Florez’s Motion to Dismiss Indictment for

Violation of her Sixth Amendment Right to a Speedy Trial [D.E. 139].  I am granting the motion for

the reasons stated below.  

I.   BACKGROUND

The investigation into this case began in approximately March 2003, when the Federal

Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”) learned that large sums of money had been wire transferred through

undercover law enforcement accounts to the Miami law firm of Sale & Kuehne.   Defendant1

Benedict P. Kuehne (“Kuehne”) is a lawyer at the law firm.  Based upon their  investigation, the FBI

obtained a search warrant for Kuehne’s office, which was executed on July 30, 2004.  In December

2004, Kuehne’s lawyers voluntarily provided the Department of Justice with numerous documents
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relating to his investigation of the source of funds to pay for legal fees for Fabio Ochoa.  Included

among those materials were the “Opinion Letters” Kuehne authored.  The letter identified a

Colombian accountant named Gloria Florez Velez (“Velez”) as having been involved in the sale of

cattle and other matters relating to the transfer of funds to Kuehne’s trust account.  

On April 25, 2005, Velez voluntarily agreed to meet with and was interviewed by members

of U.S. law enforcement and the Department of Justice in Medellin, Colombia in the presence of her

attorney, Carlos Ivan Fernandez (“Fernandez”).  During the approximately two-hour long interview,

Velez discussed, inter alia, her role in the creation of documents relating to alleged cattle sales by

the Ochoa family.  Prior to the meeting, Velez was advised that she was neither the target nor the

subject of a criminal investigation.  She was merely a potential witness in the case.  Subsequent to

the interview, the Government learned additional information that cast doubt on the truthfulness of

several material statements made by Velez during the April 25, 2005 interview.  After further

investigation, evidence was presented to a grand jury in the United States District Court for the

Southern District of Florida, which returned an indictment on October 11, 2005, charging Velez with

a single count of conspiracy to commit money laundering.

Contemporaneous with the return of the indictment, the Government moved to seal its

contents.  In its motion to seal, the Government alleged that it was necessary to keep the matter

secret: (1) because of concerns that the defendant would flee; (2) to protect the integrity of the

ongoing investigation; and (3) to ensure that the safety of certain witnesses would not be

compromised.  The motion to seal was granted by the Court.  

Velez’s indictment did not, however, complete the Government’s investigation of this matter.

Over the course of the next two years, the Government continued to investigate the case,

interviewing witnesses in the United States and Colombia, obtaining and reviewing relevant bank
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The Government put together a group of people - a “taint” team - to review the2

materials seized from defendant Kuehne’s office.  A taint team consists of prosecutors or agents who
are not otherwise assigned to the case under investigation to review all of the records obtained first
and identify the portions of the records that the prosecutors and agents handling the case should not
see because they are unrelated or privileged.  

records, and completing its analysis of the voluminous documents obtained during the search of

Kuehne’s office.  Although the search of Kuehne’s office took place in July of 2004, a “taint” team2

was established to review the seized materials.  As a result, disclosure of the documents to the

investigating agents and prosecutors did not take place until December 2005.  

The Government was also involved in ongoing discussions with Kuehne’s counsel before

Kuehne, Oscar Saldarriaga Ochoa, and Velez were indicted.  The Government met with Kuehne’s

attorneys on May 11, 2007 and provided a general summary of the evidence in the case.  The

Government met with Kuehne’s attorneys again on June 29, 2007.  At that time, the Government

provided additional details about the scope of its investigation.  Additional meetings were held on

July 9, 2007 and October 10, 2007 and, at Kuehne’s request, a final meeting was held on October

15, 2007.  Kuehne also requested – and was given – the opportunity to submit written materials to

the Government concerning the investigation.  To permit these discussions to take place, Kuehne and

the Government entered into three agreements to toll the statute of limitations from June 27, 2007

until November 9, 2007.  

The grand jury returned the First Superseding Indictment on October 17, 2007, which

charged Velez, Kuehne, and Saldiarraga with conspiracy.   It remained under seal until the

defendants were arraigned on February 8, 2008.  The Government contends that the need for a

significant review process within the Department of Justice to obtain approval to indict a practicing

attorney dealyed the return.  

Before the First Superseding Indictment was made public, the United States contacted
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Velez’s Colombian attorney in an effort to secure her cooperation and voluntary surrender.

Fernandez advised the Government that Velez planned to hire a Florida attorney to represent her.

On October 26, 2007, Henry Bell (“Bell”) contacted the Government, indicated that he would be

representing Velez, but explained that he needed time to travel to Colombia to talk with his client.

Moreover, Bell indicated that Velez did not have a visa to travel to the United States.  

Shortly thereafter, Bell advised the Government that his client was eager to avoid the onerous

Colombian extradition process and wanted to come to the United States to surrender.  In an effort

to accommodate Velez, the Department of Justice did not unseal the indictment because that would

have automatically prevented Velez from obtaining a visa and voluntarily entering the United States.

Additionally, the Department of Justice began to work diligently with several other federal agencies

and the United States Embassy in Colombia in an effort to obtain a visa for Velez, which she was

ultimately able to acquire on her own.  Consequently, because the indictment was sealed, on

February 7, 2008, Velez was able to leave Colombia and travel to the United States without being

immediately arrested.  As a result, Velez was able to meet with her attorney, voluntarily present

herself to the Court, and was arraigned on the First Superseding Indictment on February 8, 2008.

Velez was released into the community, subject only to a corporate surety bond and curfew.  The

Government has not opposed any of Velez’s requests to modify the conditions of her release.

II.   LEGAL STANDARD

In Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 530 (1972), the Supreme Court enunciated a four part test

for courts to determine whether a defendant’s constitutional right to a speedy trial has been violated.

The Court adopted a balancing test, in which the conduct of both the prosecution and the defendant

are weighed.  Id.  The four factors to be considered in the balance are: (1) length of delay; (2) the

reason for the delay; (3) the defendant’s assertion of his right; and (4) prejudice to the defendant.
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Id.  The Court further explained that none of the four factors are necessary or sufficient conditions

to the finding of a deprivation of a defendant’s speedy trial rights. Id. at 533.  “Rather, they are

related factors and must be considered together with such other circumstances as may be relevant.”

Id.

III.   DISCUSSION

A. Length of Delay

“The length of the delay [between arrest and trial] is . . . a triggering mechanism.”  Id. at 530.

Without some delay that is “presumptively prejudicial,” there is no need for a Court to address the

remaining factors.  Id.  In Doggett v. United States, 505 U.S. 647, 652 (1992), the Supreme Court

noted that delays of more than one year are “presumptively prejudicial.”  Here, the Government

concedes that the time period between indictment and arrest exceeded one year.  Gov’t Opp. to Def.

Velez’s Mot. to Dismiss Based Upon Speedy Trial Violations at 8.  The original indictment against

Velez was returned in October 2005.  Velez did not learn of the indictment until October 2007 when

the Department of Justice contacted her Colombian attorney and informed him that Velez had been

indicted in the United States.   Therefore, there was a two-year delay in this case.  The delay here is

twice the length of delay which, according to Doggett and its progeny, results in a presumption of

prejudice.  See, e.g., United States v. Ingram, 446 F.3d 1332, 1336 (11th Cir. 2006) (“Delays

exceeding one year are generally found to be ‘presumptively prejudicial.’”).  Accordingly, the Barker

inquiry is triggered.  The length of post-indictment delay satisfies the threshold requirement so as

to entitle Velez to a presumption of prejudice sufficient to proceed with the other considerations in

the Barker analysis.

In cases where the delay triggers the Barker inquiry, the Eleventh Circuit has held that, in

analyzing how much to weigh the delay against the government, the length of pre-indictment delay
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should also be evaluated.  Ingram, 446 F.3d at 1339.  In Ingram, the Eleventh Circuit found that a

delay of two and one-half years between the discovery of the offense and the indictment compounded

the post-indictment delay.  Id.  The Court thus held that the post-indictment delay weighed more

heavily than it might in other cases where the post-indictment delay began shortly after the allegedly

criminal acts occurred.  Id.  Velez points out that the indictment reveals that, through its undercover

operations, the Government wired drug money into Kuehne’s bank account in early to mid-2002.

Velez argues that the Government, therefore, knew as early as 2002 of the conduct underlying the

indictment against her, yet waited until October 2005 to indict.  According to Velez, there was a

three-year pre-indictment delay in this case and it should further weigh against the Government in

the Barker inquiry.  The Government contends that it did not begin its investigation into this case

until approximately March 2003 and did not learn of Velez’s participation until December 2004

when Kuehne voluntarily provided the Department of Justice with documents.  Even under the

Government’s rendition of the facts, there was a ten-month pre-indictment delay.  As the Court in

Ingram, I conclude that the post-indictment delay in this case weighs more heavily against the

Government than a two-year delay in another case where there was not a significant pre-indictment

delay.  The length of delay in this case weighs heavily against the Government, considering that the

post-indictment delay was twice as long as that necessary to presume prejudice and that the pre-

indictment delay was substantial.  

B. Reason for the Delay

The second Barker factor I must determine is the reason for the delay and which party is

more responsible.  “Because the prosecutor and the court have an affirmative constitutional

obligation to try the defendant in a timely manner . . . the burden is on the prosecution to explain the

cause of the pre-trial delay.”  Ingram, 446 F.3d at 1337.  “[D]ifferent weights should be assigned to
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The Government also sought to seal the indictment because “the integrity of the3

ongoing investigation might be compromised, and the safety of certain witnesses could be
compromised should knowledge of [the] indictment become public.”  D.E. 1, Mot. to Seal at 1.  

different reasons” for delay.  Barker, 407 U.S. at 531.  Ultimately, to determine whether Velez’s

right to a speedy trial has been violated, “the conduct of the government must be weighed against

[Velez’s] conduct[.]” Bagga, 782 F.2d at 1543.  

First, the Government acknowledges that Velez was not responsible for the period of delay

between October 2005 and October 2007.  Gov’t Opp. to Def. Velez’s Mot. to Dismiss Based Upon

Speedy Trial Violations at 12.  The Government admits that there is no evidence that she attempted

to avoid or evade prosecution.  Id.  Therefore, this factor should not weigh against Velez.  The

questions then is, how heavily should this factor weigh against the Government given their asserted

reasons for the delay?   

Velez argues that the Government acted deliberately to delay this matter.  She points out that,

in the Government’s motion to seal the indictment, the Government asked the judge to seal the

indictment to permit it time to arrest the defendant and seek her extradition.   She further points out3

that, at the time the Government indicted her in October 2005, the Government knew exactly where

she could be located and how to reach her.  In late August of that year, the Government sent her a

witness letter.  She responded in writing.  Velez contends that she lived openly and in her own name.

Velez further points out that, following its motion to seal the indictment on the ground that it needed

to seek her arrest and extradition, the Government did absolutely nothing to arrest or to otherwise

contact her to have her surrender.  She thus argues that the Government deliberately chose to do

nothing to obtain her arrest.  

The Government, which has the burden to explain the cause of the pretrial delay,  responds

that this case involved a complex international money laundering and wire fraud conspiracy, which
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the Government was continuing to investigate while the original indictment was under seal.  The

Government asserts three different reasons for the post-indictment delay.  First, the Government

contends that there was significant delay before the documents seized from Kuehne’s office could

be reviewed by the law enforcement agents and prosecutors assigned to the case because it took

eighteen months – from July 2004 to December 2005 – for a “taint team” of independent prosecutors

and agents to turn them over.  Velez counters that December 2005 was two months after her

indictment.  At that point, she argues, the Government had already determined that it could prove

her guilt without the documents.  I find that, even if the Government wanted to gather additional

evidence, such a motive does not justify a delay as long as two years. 

Second, the Government asserts that there were complications involved in locating potential

witnesses in this case and arranging for them to be interviewed.  According to the Government, most

of these witnesses reside in Colombia.  The Government contends that efforts to locate these

witnesses required the assistance of foreign law enforcement agencies and were extremely time

consuming.  Several witnesses also expressed reluctance to meet with United States law enforcement

in Colombia because they were concerned about their personal safety if their cooperation against the

Ochoa family became public.  The Government states that, during the investigation, one witness

insisted on meeting U.S. law enforcement agents in a different country because it was too dangerous

for the interview to be conducted in Colombia.  The Government also argues that the delay in

disclosure of the charges against Velez was necessary to ensure the secrecy of the ongoing

investigation.  The Government posits that public disclosure may have compromised the

Government’s already complicated efforts to obtain relevant witness testimony and may have led to

the destruction of documentary evidence. Velez counters that her co-defendants were aware of the

investigation and, through counsel, were already meeting with the Government.  She, therefore,
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concludes that the Government did not need to keep its ongoing investigation secret.  Furthermore,

Velez argues that, between December 2006 and December 2007, the Government’s investigation into

the payment of Ochoa’s attorney fees was a well known fact that had been reported in the press.

Accordingly, the secrecy of the investigation cannot be the underlying reason of the post-indictment

delay that occurred here after December 2006.  

 Last, the Government argues that the return of the indictment was delayed by the discussions

between the Department of Justice and Kuehne’s counsel.  It contends that these discussions, as well

as the internal deliberative review process at the Department of Justice, took place at Kuehne’s

request and were designed to ensure that all relevant facts were considered before returning an

indictment.  The Government cites to United States v. Lovasco, 431 U.S. 783, 795 (1977), for the

proposition that “investigative delay is fundamentally unlike delay undertaken by the Government

solely to gain tactical advantage over the accused.”  Lovasco, however, is a case dealing with pre-

indictment delay.  A defendant’s Sixth Amendment rights do not attach until after an indictment is

returned.  The Court in Lovasco reasoned that pre-indictment investigative delay is unlike delay

undertaken for tactical advantage “precisely because [such] investigative delay is not so one-sided.”

 Id.  The Court goes on to explain that pre-indictment investigative delay is actually a good thing

because a prosecutor should not “seek indictments until he is completely satisfied that he should

prosecute and will be able to promptly establish guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.”  Id.    

Here, the investigative delay is completely one-sided.  Presumably, the Government had

sufficient evidence to indict Velez and to promptly establish her guilt beyond a reasonable doubt in

October 2005.  Yet, the Government maintained Velez’s indictment sealed and continued to gather

evidence in the case for another two years.  The Government’s argument, that it was necessary to

sacrifice Velez’s Sixth Amendment rights so that it could engage in discussions with her co-
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In Velez’s Motion to Adopt Agreed Motion for Extension of Time to File Pre Trial4

Motions [D.E. 65], Velez states that discovery in this case includes well over 30,000 documents. 

defendants to ensure that all relevant facts were considered before returning an indictment, rings

hollow considering that, at that point, Velez had already been indicted.  Such discussions would

support a pre-indictment delay under Lovasco, but not the two-year post-indictment delay that

occurred here.  The reasons for the delay asserted by the Government do not adequately explain why

a two-year delay was reasonable and necessary in this case.  The Government actions here were

tangential to Velez’s case and were unnecessarily dilatory.  Thus, this factor also weighs heavily

against the Government.  

  C. Assertion of Speedy Trial Rights

The third factor in the Barker test requires the defendant to assert her right to a speedy trial.

Barker, 407 U.S. at 530.  The failure to do so makes it difficult for a defendant to prove that a Sixth

Amendment violation occurred.  Id. at 532.  Velez argues that her motion to dismiss on Sixth

Amendment grounds was timely filed and, thus, this factor weighs against the Government.  The

Government counters that, despite the filing of the motion to dismiss, Velez joined with her co-

defendants in requesting several extensions of the deadlines for filing pre-trial motions.  As a result,

the motion to dismiss, which the Government points out was ripe at the time Velez was arraigned

on February 8, 2008, was not filed until July 15, 2008 – approximately five months later.  Velez

responds that she cannot be faulted for agreeing to a trial date that gives her time to review the

Government’s extensive discovery  and to prepare for trial.  She further argues that none of her pre-4

trial motions have been frivolous or have unnecessarily delayed the case.  

The Court in Barker held that a defendant’s assertion of her speedy trial rights is “entitled

to strong evidentiary weight” in determining whether her rights to a speedy trial have been denied.
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Id. at 531-32.  A defendant’s assertion of her speedy trial rights, however, must be viewed in light

of defendant’s other conduct.  United States v. Loud Hawk, 474 U.S. 302, 314 (1986).  In Loud

Hawk, the Court found that, at the same time that defendants were making speedy trial claims in the

district court, they consumed six months by filing undisputably frivolous petitions for rehearing and

for certiorari and filled the district court’s docket with repetitive and unsuccessful motions.  Id. at

314-15.  Here, the facts are very different.  

This is not a case where Velez’s abuse of the motion and appellate process resulted in the

very delay she is appealing.  Instead, the Government indicted Velez and allowed two years to elapse

before notifying her of the indictment.  Following that delay, Velez requested a continuance so she

could prepare her case.  That preparation resulted in a successful motion to dismiss some counts

based on statute of limitations grounds.  This motion was granted after the Government conceded

that it was well taken.  Velez also filed a motion to dismiss an obstruction of justice count, which

became moot only after the Government superseded the indictment, abandoning the charge.  Last,

Velez filed a motion for bill of particulars, which was granted in part.  Unlike in Loud Hawk, Velez

has not filed any frivolous motions or sought any appeals.  To the contrary, given the Government’s

concession, either expressly or by abandoning the charges in a superseding indictment, that several

of Velez’s motions had merit, it appears that any delay in Velez’s assertion of her speedy trial rights

was caused in part by the Government’s ill-prepared case.  Had the Government ensured, as it has

the obligation to do, that all the charges it brought against Velez were meritorious, Velez would not

have had to waste time defending against charges that the Government ultimately conceded were

frivolous.  

Accordingly, I find that Velez promptly asserted her speedy trial rights under the

circumstances and cannot be faulted for taking time to prepare good defenses to some of the
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frivolous charges brought against her.  Thus, this factor weighs heavily against the Government.

D. Prejudice

Given the length of the delay, prejudice is presumed.  Courts have previously acknowledged

that actual prejudice is difficult to prove.  See, e.g., Doggett, 505 U.S. at 655 (“Barker explicitly

recognized that impairment of one’s defense is the most difficult form of speedy trial prejudice to

prove because time’s erosion of exculpatory evidence and testimony ‘can rarely be shown.’”).

Furthermore, actual prejudice need not be shown where the other three factors weigh heavily against

the Government.  Ingram, 446 F.3d at 1340.  I have already concluded that the other three factors

weight heavily against the Government; however, Velez does make a showing that she has suffered

prejudice.  

Velez contends that prejudice stems from the Government’s assertion that she misrepresented

the reasons why the now disputed transactions were not handled as wire transfers directly from

Colombia.  Velez points out that the Government has suggested that it will call a witness from

Colombia to testify that the transactions would have been easily handled by the Colombian banks

if the funds being wired were clean.  Velez argues that she has been prejudiced by the post-

indictment delay because she can no longer locate bank employees who refused to continue to allow

the Ochoa family to wire money from their bank accounts to the United States for the payment of

Ochoa’s defense fees.  Velez asserts that, if found, these employees are expected to corroborate the

Colombian bank’s refusal to wire large sums of money to the United States for Ochoa.  

There are two counterbalancing factors in this case militating against a finding that Velez has

suffered prejudice by the delay.  First, similar to the defendant in Doggett, Velez did not live under

a cloud of suspicion and anxiety between October 2005 and October 2007 since she was unaware

of her indictment.  And second, similar to the defendant in Barker, Velez has been out on bond.
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Unlike in Barker, she has not spent any time in jail before trial.  Nonetheless, the length of the delay

is substantial, especially if you add the ten-month pre-indictment delay.  Considering the

Government’s substantial pre-indictment and post-indictment delay, the Government’s inability to

present an adequate reason for the delay, the Government’s concession that Velez did not contribute

in any way to the delay between October 2005 and October 2007, Velez’s timely assertion of her

speedy trial rights, the actual prejudice she has shown, and the prejudice that should be presumed

considering the length of the delay and the outcome of the other factors, these two counterbalancing

factors are insufficient to support a conclusion that Velez’s speedy trial rights have not been violated.

IV.   CONCLUSION

Accordingly, Defendant Gloria Florez Velez’s Motion to Dismiss Indictment for Violation

of Her Sixth Amendment Right to a Speedy Trial [D.E. 139] is granted.

DONE AND ORDERED in Miami, Florida, this 13th day of February 2009.

cc:

All counsel of record
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